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A B S T R A C T

Mesoporous MgO was synthesized by the nanoreplication method using CMK-3 carbon as a hard template and
magnesium nitrate as a metal oxide precursor. The produced support was modified with different amounts of
ammonium metavanadate solution. Various distributions of V-containing species on the MgO surface were found
by XRD, low-temperature adsorption of N2, TEM, XPS and UV–vis-DR spectroscopy. At low V loadings isolated
VO4 dominated. Increasing V content resulted in clustering of VO4 species and the formation of Mg3V2O8
crystallites. As found in temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR), the latter phase was clearly harder in
reduction by H2 compared to highly dispersed VO4 forms. The developed materials appeared to be very active
catalysts of oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (ODH). The optimal catalytic performance was observed
for the sample containing 10wt% of vanadium. The initial ethylbenzene conversion of 63.6% at selectivity to
styrene of 86.9% was achieved at temperature as low as 500 °C. A notable influence of carbonaceous deposit
formed during the ODH reaction on the catalytic activity was discussed, including presentation of both coex-
isting superficial reaction mechanisms. A reasonable regeneration procedure to recover lost activity was de-
veloped.

1. Introduction

Styrene is a very important monomer in the global polymer in-
dustry, due to a common application of various forms of polystyrene-
containing homo- and copolymers. The main commercial technology of
styrene manufacturing (> 80% of its worldwide production) is dehy-
drogenation of ethylbenzene over a promoted hematite catalyst in the
presence of a substantial amount of superheated steam [1]. The process
suffers due to reversible and endothermic nature of the dehydrogena-
tion reaction, hence there is a strong incentive for the development of
alternative technologies. In recent years much research has focused on
oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (ODH), because this ap-
proach exhibits significant benefits in contrast to the common dehy-
drogenation, i.e. exothermic heat effect and operation out of thermo-
dynamic limitations [2]. Even though this technology was successfully
implemented in the commercial butadiene manufacturing, no stable
and selective enough system for the styrene production has been

developed yet [3]. Among numerous transition metal oxides tested as
catalysts in ODH, the vanadium-based ones (e.g. VOx supported on γ-
Al2O3 [4], SiO2 [5] or MgO [6]) giving substantial ethylbenzene con-
versions (> 50%) and selectivities to styrene (> 90%) have attracted
much attention. Hanuza et al. [7] proposed a redox mechanism of ODH
involving vanadium active sites and oxygen bridges located in a V2O5/
MgO system. From this point of view, the kind of metal oxide phase is a
key factor for achieving an acceptable catalytic performance. Among
studied V-Mg-O systems, magnesium orthovanadate (Mg3V2O8) has
been frequently reported as the active phase in ODH [8,9]. On the other
hand, magnesium metavanadate and magnesium pyrovanadate were
recognized to be responsible for total oxidation [10]. Surprisingly, bulk
magnesium orthovanadate is significantly less active compared to
supported systems, which are usually formed by an acid-base reaction
of acidic vanadium oxide and basic MgO support [7,11]. Nevertheless,
the optimal VOx-MgO catalytic system configuration is still unrevealed.
One strategy to enhance the catalyst performance is to decrease
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mass transfer limitations and as a consequence, to allow efficient dif-
fusion of substrates toward active sites distributed inside the pores as
well as easy evacuation of products from the pore system. For example,
Pereira et al. [12] reported, that pores of very small dimensions are
quickly blocked during the ODH process due to coke deposition,
therefore rather mesoporous catalysts should be used. In 2005 Rog-
genbuck and co-workers [13] presented for the first time a synthesis of
ordered mesoporous MgO, based on nanoreplication of 3D structure of
hexagonal CMK-3 carbon rigid template. The presence of mesopores in
this MgO support should provide similar advantages as in mesoporous
carbon catalysts.
In this paper, we used mesoporous MgO synthesized by nanor-

eplication of sucrose-derived CMK-3 carbon template as a support for
deposition of a vanadium precursor (NH4VO3). Different vanadium
concentrations and calcination temperatures were studied in order to
reveal the optimal surface properties responsible for fairly high cata-
lytic activity in ODH. Accordingly, a comprehensive characterization of
the obtained catalysts and a thorough discussion of the results of cat-
alytic tests, including a possibility of simple regeneration and an in-
fluence of oxidizing agent content, are presented. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt on the investigation of catalytic
activity of ordered mesoporous VOx-modified MgO replicas in the ODH
reaction.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis

Required CMK-3 carbon was prepared using SBA-15 as the hard
template, and sucrose as the carbon precursor, which was carbonized at
850 °C, according to the procedure described earlier [14]. Corre-
sponding X-ray powder diffraction patterns and low-temperature N2
adsorption-desorption isotherms of the SBA-15 and CMK-3 materials
are presented in Fig. S1 and Fig. S2, respectively. Mesoporous MgO
replica was synthesized by the incipient wetness impregnation method.
Briefly, 1.0 g of CMK-3 (initially dried at 120 °C for 12 h) was im-
pregnated with 2.5mL of 1.0 mol/L aqueous solution of magnesium
nitrate (Mg(NO3)2·6H2O, POCH, p.a.) and dried in air overnight. The
obtained composite was heated under a nitrogen atmosphere to 300 °C
at a heating rate of 2.5 °C/min and kept at this temperature for 3 h, in
order to convert magnesium nitrate to magnesium oxide within the
pore system of the support. The procedure of impregnation and thermal
treatment was repeated once, using a smaller volume of Mg(NO3)2 so-
lution (2.0 mL/1 g of CMK-3). Finally, the carbon matrix was removed
by heating the composite in air up to 750 °C at a heating rate of 2.5 °C/
min and keeping the sample at the final temperature for 2 h. The ob-
tained MgO replica is denoted as MG.
The V-Mg-O catalysts were synthesized by the wet impregnation

method (using different volumes of solution containing a VOx pre-
cursor) followed by complete evaporation of a solvent. In a typical
procedure, 1.0 g of the previously synthesized MG sample (initially
dried at 120 °C for 12 h) was immersed in a proper volume of 0.04mol/
L aqueous solution of ammonium metavanadate (NH4VO3, ACS reagent,
≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich). The volumes corresponded to an intended
content of vanadium in the final catalyst, i.e. 2, 5, 10, 20 and 30wt% of
V, and were equal to 10.01, 25.81, 54.52, 122.69 and 210.34mL, re-
spectively. Each suspension was gently stirred with a magnetic stirrer at
60 °C until a paste was formed (ca. 1 h), subsequently transferred into
an oven and dried at 60 °C for next 24 h in order to evaporate the sol-
vent. After that time, the temperature was increased to 120 °C and kept
for 48 h. Finally, the obtained powder was divided into two equal parts
and each of them was calcined in air at 550 °C or 800 °C for 4 h at a
heating rate of 1 °C/min. These temperatures were chosen based on
thermogravimetric analyses of Mg(NO3)2·6H2O and NH4VO3 (Figs. S3
and S4) as high enough to obtain vanadium-containing oxide phases,
crucial from the catalytic point of view. The synthesized V-Mg-O

catalysts are denoted as xVMG_y, where x is the intended vanadium
concentration (wt%) and y is temperature of calcination.
For the comparison purposes, MgO was also synthesized by thermal

decomposition of pure magnesium nitrate (Mg(NO3)2·6H2O, POCH,
p.a.) in air at 350 °C for 3 h (a heating rate of 2.5 °C/min).
Subsequently, the same procedure of wet impregnation with a NH4VO3
aqueous solution and calcination at 550 °C was employed in order to
synthesize a reference sample containing 10 wt% of vanadium. The
obtained material is denoted as 10VMGR_550.

2.2. Characterization methods

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the synthesized CMK-3
and MgO replicas as well as V-Mg-O catalysts were collected with a
Bruker D2 Phaser instrument using Cu Kα radiation (λ= 1.54184 Å)
and a LYNXEYE detector in the 2θ range from 10.0 to 80.0° with a step
of 0.02° and 1 s counting time per the step.
Textural parameters were investigated on the basis of low-tem-

perature nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms collected at
−196 °C using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 sorptometer. Prior to each
measurement, a sample was degassed in vacuum (10−3 Pa) at 250 °C for
6 h. Specific surface areas were calculated using the
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method. Values of total pore volume
(Vtotal) were obtained from amounts of nitrogen adsorbed at relative
pressure p/p0 of 0.97. The equilibrium model of quenched solid density
functional theory (QSDFT) was used to determine pore size distribu-
tions.
Temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR) measurements were

performed to evaluate the redox properties of the vanadium species.
The experiments were carried out by heating 100mg of a sample placed
in a U-shaped microreactor from ambient temperature to 1000 °C (a
heating rate of 10 °C/min) under a flow of H2/He gas mixture (5/95 vol
%, 25mL/min). Prior to the experiment, the sample was heat treated in
a helium flow (50mL/min) at 200 °C for 2 h to remove moisture and
impurities. Evolving H2O and unreacted H2 were analyzed quantita-
tively with an Omnistar Balzer MSC200 quadrupole mass spectrometer
after calibration based on full reduction of CuO in the range of
25–700 °C.
Ultraviolet visible diffuse reflectance (UV–Vis-DR) spectra for

powder samples were collected in air at ambient temperature in the
range of 190–800 nm using a Thermo Scientific Evolution 220 spec-
trophotometer with resolution of 1 nm and counting time of 1.5 s/nm.
Prior to the experiment, the samples were dried in air at 120 °C for 2 h.
Quantitative analyses of elements present in all oxide samples were

performed with X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) using a Thermo
Scientific ARL Quant’x spectrometer.
A surface composition of samples was investigated with X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a Prevac photoelectron spec-
trometer equipped with a hemispherical analyzer (VG SCIENTA
R3000). The spectra were taken using a monochromatized aluminum
source Al Kα (E= 1486.6 eV). The base pressure in the analytical
chamber was 5×10−9mbar. The scale of the binding energy value was
adjusted to the C 1s reference peak at 284.8 eV. The composition and
chemical state of sample surface were analyzed taking into account the
areas and binding energies of O 1s, C 1s, V 2p and Mg 2p photoelectron
peaks. The spectra were fitted using CasaXPS software.
Thermogravimetric analyses (TG) were performed with a SDT Q600

thermobalance (TA Instruments) in flowing air (100mL/min) from
30 °C to 1000 °C (at a heating rate of 20 °C/min).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to visualize

morphology of the produced MgO support and V-Mg-O catalysts. The
images were collected in a JEOL JEM-2010 microscope equipped with
an Oxford Inca Energy TEM 100 detector and a Gatan Orius SC600
digital camera, operating at 200 kV. Prior to the experiments, samples
were deposited on a copper grid with a carbon film support. The high
resolution TEM micrographs were taken using a TEM FEI transmission
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electron microscope Tecnai G2 operating at 200 kV equipped with a
high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron micro-
scopy detector (HAADF-STEM).

2.3. Catalytic tests

The synthesized V-Mg-O materials were tested as catalysts in the
oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (EB) to styrene in the pre-
sence of oxygen at the molar ratio of O2:EB=1:1, 2:1 and 3:1. The
reaction was carried out in a packed bed flow microreactor with 50mg
of a sample placed onto a quartz wool plug. The temperature was
measured with a thermocouple, protected by a quartz capillary inserted
directly into a catalyst bed. The gaseous reactants were fed through
mass flow controllers (Brooks 4800) at a total flow rate of 50mL/min.
Depending on the O2:EB molar ratio, flows were set as follows: 0.4 mL/
min O2 and 49.6mL/min He (1:1); 0.8mL/min O2 and 49.2mL/min He
(2:1); 1.2 mL/min O2 and 48.8mL/min He (3:1). The EB vapor was
introduced into the flow of O2/He mixture by passing it through a glass
saturator filled with liquid EB and kept at 25 °C. The products of the
reaction were sampled with a pneumatic valve and transferred into a
gas chromatograph system (Bruker 450-GC) via a heated line. The gas
chromatograph was equipped with three packed columns (Porapak Q,
Molecular Sieve 5A and Chromosorb W-HP) connected with two flame
ionization detectors (one of them directly connected to a catalytic
methanizer) and one thermal conductivity detector. Prior to a catalytic
run, a catalyst was outgassed at 200 °C in flowing He (50mL/min) for
30min. Subsequently, the temperature was increased to 500 °C and
dosing of the reactants begun. After 15min of time-on-stream (TOS), a
first sample of outlet stream was injected to GC and the analysis started.
The chromatographic analyses were performed in 42min intervals
within a total time of 7 h. The catalytic performance was evaluated in
terms of the following parameters:

= ×X ((F F )/(F )) 100%EB EB,0 EB EB,0

= ×Y (F /F ) 100%i i EB,0

= ×S (Y/X ) 100%i i EB

where XEB – conversion of EB, FEB,0 and FEB – molar flow rate of EB in
the inlet and outlet streams, Yi – yield of i product, Fi – molar flow rate
of EB transformed into i product, and Si – selectivity of i product.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Physicochemical properties of V-Mg-O catalysts

Morphology of mesoporous MgO before modification and the sam-
ples after the introduction of V-containing species was investigated by
TEM. In the collected micrographs of the MG support (Fig. 1A and A′)
domains with the 2D hexagonal pore arrangement, expected for an
inverse replica of CMK-3 carbon template, are identified. Nevertheless,
a long-range structural ordering of this sample is relatively low. The
selected type of oxide precursor (namely magnesium nitrate) and pe-
culiar conditions of its thermal decomposition caused that various
gaseous oxidants (i.e. O2 and NO2) could be evolved inside the pores of
the carbon template during the thermal treatment. Therefore, un-
avoidable partial oxidation of the carbon matrix by these oxidants, most
probably occurred at elevated temperatures, since the assumed struc-
ture of silica template as well as carbon template was verified in ad-
vance (cf. Figs. S1 and S2). As a consequence, the perfect long-range
ordering of the carbon template was partially lost after the first step of
impregnation with the solution of magnesium nitrate. However, the
obtained MG sample exhibited expected mesoporosity, confirmed by
adsorption measurements (discussed further), and was used as a sup-
port of vanadium-based active phase.
The TEM picture of the catalyst with 10wt% loading of vanadium

(Fig. 1B) reveals highly dispersed particles of the Mg3V2O8 phase
(pointed with black arrows). It should be kept in mind, that also smaller
domains of VOx species can be present, which are not visible in the
standard mode of TEM measurements. Therefore, high resolution TEM
micrographs were taken (cf. Fig. S5A). Subsequently, the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) was used to create the diffraction pattern with spots
typical for crystalline phases (Fig. S5B). Based on the particular spots,
the calculated interplanar spacings were equal to 0.286 nm and
0.211 nm. These values correspond accurately to interplanar spacings
reported in the Powder Diffraction Files of International Centre for
Diffraction Data (MgO, PDF 00-004-0829; Mg3V2O8, PDF 00-037-0351)
for the planes indexed as (0 4 0) for Mg3V2O8 and (2 0 0) for MgO
phases, respectively [15]. Interestingly, the value as high as 0.286 nm is
not indexed for the MgO phase in the PDF data (0.243 nm is the highest
value), and confirms the existence of Mg3V2O8 phase on the surface of
MgO support. Inverse FFT generated from the selected pattern spots
correlated with Mg3V2O8 provides a map of vanadium-containing phase
(Fig. S5C).
Low-temperature nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms were

collected for the magnesium oxide support and the vanadium-con-
taining samples (Fig. 2) in order to determine their textural parameters
(Table 1). A certain increase of adsorption effect within the whole p/p0
range as well as a hysteresis loop (type H2(b) according to the IUPAC
classification) [16] observed in the isotherm of MG informs us about
non-uniformity of size and shape of pores of this material. The MG
support exhibits a specific surface area of 167m2/g and a total pore
volume of 0.46 cm3/g, which confirm that the nanoreplication tech-
nique leads to the production of high-surface area magnesium oxide, as
intended. On the contrary, magnesium oxide obtained for comparison
by simple thermal decomposition of Mg(NO3)2·6H2O (cf. Experimental
section) shows surface area as low as 23m2/g and total pore volume of
0.05 cm3/g.
After the insertion of vanadium species, the BET surface areas and

total pore volumes of the resulting materials decrease compared to the
parent MG. For the sample with the smallest V content (2VMG_550), the
BET surface area drops to 48m2/g, which is presumably related to
partial clogging narrow pores by a deposited vanadium-containing
phase. This effect can be observed in the pore size distribution (Fig. S6).
Namely, the bimodal distribution of the MG support was preserved after
impregnation with the vanadium precursor, however the porosity and
specific surface area decreased. On the other hand, a slight increase in
the BET surface area is observed with the raising vanadium content
probably due to the formation of porous vanadium-containing particles
as well as modification of the pore structure of the MG support. The
latter phenomenon is a result of hydration and subsequent dehydration
of magnesium oxide caused by an aqueous solution used during wet
impregnation. With the increasing intended vanadium content, the
higher volumes of saturated solution of ammonium metavanadate en-
tail longer impregnation times. Consequently, the MG support becomes
more hydrated and shows tendency to the formation of additional
porosity by dehydration during calcination [17]. This effect is also
observed for the 10VMGR_550 sample, based on MgO synthesized by
simple thermal decomposition of Mg(NO3)2·6H2O. The specific surface
area and total pore volume raised up to 56m2/g and 0.20 cm3/g, re-
spectively. The low-temperature N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm is
depicted in Fig. S7. According to the IUPAC classification, an isotherm
can be described as type IIB for macroporous solids [16]. Similar SBET
variations were reported by few authors not only for vanadium-based
materials, but for other metal oxides as well. However, no consistent
trends have been found in the literature, because either increase or
decrease in a specific surface area is reported for various V-Mg-Si-O
materials [17–27].
The phase composition of the MG and xVMG_550 catalysts, being a

result of thermal-induced reaction between the MgO support and am-
monium metavanadate, was examined with X-ray powder diffraction
(Fig. 3A). For all vanadium-containing catalysts, the distinct peaks are
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observed at the same positions as for the parent support. These dif-
fraction lines are typical of the periclase phase (MgO, PDF 00-004-
0829) [15]. Their intensities consistently decrease with the raising

vanadium loading. On the other hand, for the samples with lower va-
nadium loadings (below 20wt% of vanadium), the XRD peaks attrib-
uted to vanadium-containing phase(s) are not visible, possibly because
of their high dispersion and relatively low dimensions of particles. The
higher V loading results in the appearance of diffraction lines, espe-
cially at 30 and 36° 2θ, typical of magnesium orthovanadate (Mg3V2O8,
PDF 00-037-0351) [23,15,28]. No distinctly visible peaks typical of
V2O5 are observed (the reference pattern of this phase including re-
lative peak intensities is presented in Fig. 3B, PDF 00-041-1426). The

Fig. 1. TEM micrographs of MG support (with magnitude of 5×104 – A and 1×106 – A′) and 10VMG_550 sample (B).

Fig. 2. Low-temperature nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms for MG and
xVMG_550.

Table 1
Chemical composition, porosity and reducibility of the MG and xVMG_550
samples.

Catalyst Vanadium
content in
bulk [wt.
%][a]

Atomic V/Mg ratio Textural
parameters

H2 consumption
[mmol/g][c]

Bulk[a] Surface[b] SBET
[m2/
g]

Vtotal
[cm3/
g]

low-
T
peak

high-
T
peak

MG – – – 167 0.46 – –
2VMG_550 2.3 0.04 0.02 48 0.22 0.24 0.48
5VMG_550 5.1 0.10 0.05 47 0.24 0.19 1.19
10VMG_550 9.6 0.20 0.09 53 0.39 0.14 2.17
20VMG_550 19.4 0.49 0.23 62 0.35 0.07 4.31
30VMG_550 30.5 0.96 0.29 64 0.29 0.04 6.46

[a] – XRF; [b] – XPS; [c] – TPR.
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size of Mg3V2O8 crystallites calcined at 550 °C is rather small, but in-
creases significantly after calcination at elevated temperature (compare
the XRD pattern of 30VMG thermally treated at 800 °C presented in
Fig. 3A). The mean crystallite size calculated from the Scherrer equa-
tion based on the FWHM of the (1 3 1) diffraction peak at 29.6° 2θ is
45.5 nm for 30VMG_800, and 9.5 nm for 30VMG_550 (thus nearly 5
times smaller).
It is worth to note, that diffraction peaks assigned to α-Mg2V2O7

(magnesium pyrovanadate) were not detected. The α-Mg2V2O7 phase is
commonly considered as a transitional form during the formation of
magnesium orthovanadate. Intriguingly, this finding proves, that
Mg3V2O8 can be formed at temperature as low as 550 °C, in contrast
with results published previously by Oganowski et al. [9], who reported
the crystallization of other vanadium-magnesium phases at this tem-
perature.
In order to elucidate the oxidation state of vanadium on the surface

of catalysts, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were
performed. The XPS V 2p3/2 spectra collected for the whole xVMG_550
series are presented in Fig. 4. For each sample, the peak corresponding
to the photoelectron emission from the V 2p3/2 level is observed at the
binding energy of 517.1 ± 0.2 eV. The symmetric shape of this peak
without any shoulder at lower binding energies (especially at
Eb= 516.3 eV, typical of V4+) confirms that V5+ species exist ex-
clusively on the sample’s surface [29–31]. The area of the V 2p3/2 peak
increases with the raising vanadium loading due to a progressive in-
sertion of vanadium species. The superficial atomic V/Mg ratios (de-
termined by XPS) are compared for all samples to the corresponding
bulk V/Mg ratios (determined by XRF) in Table 1. It is observed, that
the amounts of V on the surface are lower than those in the bulk, which
in turn are very close to the assumed V concentrations.
The temperature-programmed reduction measurements were per-

formed for the catalysts calcined at 550 °C, to give more specific in-
formation about reducibility of the V-containing active phase (Fig. 5).
For all samples, two main peaks related to hydrogen consumption can

be found. Quantitative analysis of their areas related to the amount of
H2 consumed is summarized in Table 1. The first reduction peak is
observed at ca. 375 °C. The area of this peak, which is related to re-
duction of V5+ in isolated VO4 with tetrahedral coordination, decreases
with the increasing vanadium loading. The second reduction peak ob-
served at higher temperature consists of two components, attributed to
reduction of V5+ ions located in larger domains of Mg3V2O8. The low-T
and high-T shoulder components can be assigned to the reduction of
bidimensional and disordered 3D polymeric structures, respectively
[23,32–35]. Interestingly, for the samples with 20 and 30wt% of va-
nadium, the high-temperature peak shifts its position to significantly
higher temperatures. Furthermore, its area increases with the raising
vanadium loading. It should be therefore noticed, that the introduction
of higher contents of V results in aggregation of tetrahedral VO4 forms
into larger crystallites of Mg3V2O8, confirmed by the XRD results.
The form of vanadium species present on the surface of catalysts

was also studied with UV–Vis-DR spectroscopy (Fig. 6A). For the sam-
ples with a low amount of vanadium (2–10wt%), only one band is
observed at 275–285 nm, which corresponds to charge transfer (CT)
transition t2 (oxygen)→ e (vanadium V5+) in isolated VO4 tetrahedral
forms. The intensity of this band increases with the raising vanadium
loading and reaches the maximum value for 10VMG_550. At the higher
vanadium loadings (20VMG_550 and 30VMG_550) the absorbance for
this band decreases, but the new band appears at higher wavelengths
(312 nm and 325 nm, respectively) [9,25,36]. This indicates the

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the MG support and xVMG catalysts calcined at 550 °C
and 800 °C (A) and reference V2O5 (PDF 00-041-1426) (B).

Fig. 4. XPS V 2p3/2 spectra collected for the xVMG_550 catalysts.

Fig. 5. H2-TPR profiles of the xVMG_550 catalysts.
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increase in the vanadium coordination number and/or the formation of
tetrahedral or octahedral oligomeric forms on the surface. Thus, the
relative amount of isolated VO4 decreases with the increasing vanadium
loading, that corresponds with the H2-TPR results. Moreover, the ab-
sence of band at 580–810 nm, attributed to the d-d transition for V4+,
confirms a dominant role of V5+ ions in the studied catalysts [36].
For all supported catalysts, absorption edge energy (Eg) was calcu-

lated (Fig. 6B), according to the procedure described by Weber et al.
[37], to investigate more precisely the structure of surface active phase.
The determined values (Eg=3.15–3.65 eV) are close to that reported in
the literature for magnesium orthovanadate in the form of isolated VO4
species (Eg~3.4 eV) [25,38–40]. In the reported region dimeric forms
of magnesium pyrovanadate Mg2V2O7 are located as well (Eg~3.2 eV),
however the presence of this phase was not confirmed by other tech-
niques. On the other hand, Eg for two-dimensional forms of magnesium
metavanadate MgV2O6 is in the range of 2.5–2.8 eV and for distorted
tetragonal bipyramids V2O5 – ca. 2.2–2.4 eV, thus much lower than
calculated for the synthesized catalysts [38,39]. The observed decrease
in absorption edge energy with the increasing vanadium amount is
related to growing the V-containing domains on the surface [25,37],
which is consistent with the complementary results of the XRD and H2-
TPR measurements. Moreover, the lower absorption edge energy is a
consequence of higher coordination number of central atom [38,40].
The 20VMG_550 and 30VMG_550 samples with the highest V loadings
show the lowest values of Eg, which can be attributed to the dominant
role of larger crystallites of Mg3V2O8, clearly detected by XRD.

3.2. Catalytic performance of V-Mg-O catalysts in oxidative
dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene

3.2.1. Effect of vanadium loading and calcination temperature
The catalytic activity of the synthesized catalysts was investigated in

the oxidative dehydrogenation of EB in terms of conversion of EB and
selectivity to styrene with time-on-stream at 500 °C and molar ratio of
O2:EB=1:1 (Fig. 7A and B). The poorly active MG sample clearly
improves the catalytic performance after the introduction of V phase.
The initial EB conversion increases ca. 10 times (from 4.1 to 39.8%)
even for the sample doped with 2 wt% of vanadium. A beneficial effect
is also noticed for the selectivity to styrene (an increase from 22.7 to
76.6%). The highest initial EB conversion (63.6%) and selectivity to
styrene (86.9%) were observed over the 10VMG_550 sample (Fig. 7C).
The major by-product was CO2, produced with the lowest selectivity of
11.7% in the presence of the most active 10VMG_550 sample. The cu-
mulative selectivity to CO and benzene was lower than 2% over all

samples and only traces of toluene were detected. Selectivities to par-
ticular products observed over all samples are summarized in Table S1.
Such high activity found at relatively low temperature of 500 °C is
promising taking into account a catalytic performance reported in the
literature for V-Mg-O type catalysts, i.e. 59.1% of EB conversion with
similar selectivity of 91.1% at higher temperature of 550 °C [6].
Furthermore, a discrepancy in stability between MG and the V-

loaded catalysts is observed. Namely, the EB conversion and selectivity
to styrene for the unmodified support grow with time-on-stream
achieving a plateau, whereas for the V-containing samples the catalytic
parameters decrease almost exponentially with time-on-stream. The
detected variations can be explained by deposition of coke on the cat-
alysts’ surface during the ODH reaction, which is confirmed by a change
of color from yellowish to dark gray and an increase in the catalyst mass
during the reaction determined by TG analyses (Fig. 7D). According to
the well-known mechanism, coke deposit is formed on ODH catalysts by
condensation of styrene molecules, and under the reaction conditions is
easily oxidized to create oxygen functional groups [41]. The formed
carbon deposit strongly influences the catalytic activity. From one side,
the coke plugs pores and covers active sites on the surface, but it can
form new active sites for the ODH reaction on the other hand [42,43].
The latter effect is responsible for a slight increase in the activity of MG
with time-on-stream. The EB conversion over this sample hypotheti-
cally extrapolated to t= 0 reaches a level as low as 3.3%. In this case,
the carbonaceous deposit growing on the MgO surface during the cat-
alytic reaction results in an appearance of carbonyl/quinone functional
groups, which have been recognized as active sites of the ODH process
[44]. Such oxygen-containing functionalities form because of the pre-
sence of oxygen in the reaction atmosphere. After ca. 4 h of time-on-
stream, the catalytic activity stabilizes at the level of 5–6% of EB con-
version (probably due to covering of the whole MgO surface with coke).
The mechanism of ODH reaction involving active sites present in both
vanadium and active-coke adjacent phases is demonstrated in Fig. 8.
Individual explanations of these mechanisms are commonly accepted in
the literature [45], however the coexistence of both active phases is
crucial in this case.
The TG measurements showed that the carbon content deposited

during the reaction is similar for MG and 2VMG_550. Therefore, the
relatively small amounts of vanadium species on the 2VMG_550 surface
are insignificant in terms of the rate of carbon deposit formation. If the
carbon deposit (and its carbonyl/quinone groups) would be solely re-
sponsible for the possible variations in the catalytic activity, the level of
EB conversion should be comparable for both of these materials, but it
is not. This conclusion substantiates an extremely positive effect of

Fig. 6. UV–Vis-DR spectra (A) and calculated absorption edge energies (B) for the xVMG_550 catalysts.
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doping with vanadium. Interestingly, the higher content of vanadium
distinctly influences the extent of carbon deposit formation. The in-
creasing vanadium loading causes a gradual decline of carbon deposit,
which is aggregated in the amount as low as 4.5 wt% on the catalyst
with the highest V content (cf. Fig. 7D). Such effect is related to a
systematic decrease in the relative area of uncoated MgO support by the
formed vanadium-containing domains. Evidently, the formation of
carbon deposit is less feasible on the vanadium species, hence this
process has moderately selective character and goes faster on the MgO
surface.
The postulated mechanism of the ODH reaction on V-Mg-O catalysts

involves two VO4 forms as active sites, where two hydroxyl groups are

created on oxygen atoms during the dehydrogenation reaction, with
simultaneous reduction of vanadium sites (V5+→V4+) [7,46,47]. A
low amount of superficial vanadium species impedes detaching of both
hydrogen atoms from the ethyl group of EB molecule. Distances be-
tween them are too large. On the other hand, a high V amount and
forming of polymeric forms of magnesium orthovanadate lead to sub-
stantial coverage of the support with a multilayer of mixed oxide.
Consequently, such aggregates act as pure Mg3V2O8, which exhibits
much lower catalytic activity in ODH than MgO-supported catalysts
[9]. In the case of the developed catalysts, the optimum content of
vanadium was found for the 10VMG_550 sample, which exhibits proper
distances and/or sizes of VO4 tetrahedrons clusters, promoting the

Fig. 7. Conversion of EB (A), selectivity to styrene (B), initial conversion of EB and selectivity to styrene (C), and carbon deposit content after ODH reaction (D) for
the xVMG_550 catalysts (Treaction= 500 °C; O2:EB molar ratio= 1:1).

Fig. 8. Two possible mechanisms of ODH reaction on the synthesized catalysts containing a layer of deposited active coke.
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activity in the ODH reaction. Therefore, the aggregation of such
structures is inadvisable.
The catalytic activity of the reference sample (10VMGR_550) is

presented in Fig. 9. The benefit of the developed mesoporous V-Mg-O
system based on MG nanoreplica is clearly observed. A higher conver-
sion of ethylbenzene is achieved over the 10VMG_550 sample compared
to 10VMGR_550. Maximum relative difference observed for both cata-
lysts reaches 16% (after ca. 180min TOS) and decreases slightly with
TOS. It is noteworthy, that the 10VMG_550 and 10VMGR_550 samples
have comparable specific surface areas, i.e. 53 and 56m2/g, respec-
tively. However, the total pore volume is almost two times higher for
10VMG_550 (Vtotal= 0.39 cm3/g) than for 10VMGR_550 (0.20 cm3/g).
This variation is most likely attributed to a higher amount of micro-
pores generated during the nanoreplication process, which can be re-
sponsible for the enhanced catalytic activity. These results confirm the
positive catalytic effect of spatial structure of the 10VMG_550 catalyst.
In order to investigate the influence of calcination temperature on

the catalytic activity, the sample with optimal 10 wt% of vanadium, but
calcined at 800 °C was also tested (Fig. 10A and B). As can be seen, the
10VMG_550 sample exhibits much higher catalytic activity than the
analogous sample annealed at 800 °C. The maximum difference in the
EB conversion is noticed after 60min of time-on-stream. This catalytic

parameter is more than two times greater for the sample calcined at
550 °C. The initial EB conversion of 63.6% observed for 10VMG_550 is
comparable with that achieved over commercial catalysts, which op-
erate at temperatures ca. 100 °C higher, but at slightly lower selectivity
to styrene of 86.9%. The differences in the catalytic activity observed
for 10VMG_550 and 10VMG_800 are most likely related to size of
crystallites of active phase (compare the XRD results shown in Fig. 3A).
The formation of 3D Mg3V2O8 crystallites after the thermal treatment at
800 °C results in non-optimal distribution of tetrahedral VO4 active sites
compared to less crystalline systems formed by heating at 550 °C.

3.2.2. Influence of oxidizing agent concentration
Assuming sensitivity of the carbon deposit formation on the con-

centration of oxidizing agent, we decided to investigate the behavior of
the 10VMG_550 sample in the ODH reaction performed at varying O2
contents – the O2:EB molar ratio was changed from 0:1 (without
oxygen) through 1:1 and 2:1 to 3:1 (with an excess of oxygen). The
initial catalytic parameters are shown in Fig. 11. Obviously, the influ-
ence of oxygen on the catalytic performance is outstanding. In the ab-
sence of the oxidizing agent the initial EB conversion is as low as 6.2%,
whereas at the lowest O2:EB molar ratio of 1:1, this parameter increases
up to ca. 63.6%. The increase in the oxygen concentration (O2:EB molar
ratios of 2:1 and 3:1) results in a further growth of initial EB conversion
reaching even 79.7%. However, above equimolar O2:EB ratio, the in-
itial yield of styrene is negatively correlated with this parameter. This

Fig. 9. Conversion of EB over 10VMG_550 and 10VMGR_550 catalysts
(Treaction= 500 °C; O2:EB molar ratio= 1:1).

Fig. 10. Conversion of EB (A) and selectivity to styrene (B) for 10VMG_550 and 10VMG_800 catalysts (Treaction= 500 °C; O2:EB molar ratio= 1:1).

Fig. 11. Initial conversion of EB and initial yields of CO, CO2 and styrene at
various O2:EB molar ratios (Treaction= 500 °C).
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observation is in agreement with a simultaneous increase in the initial
yield of CO2. The oxygen-rich reaction atmosphere accelerates deeper
oxidation of EB, and as a consequence, lower yields of styrene are
achieved. The O2:EB molar ratio of 1:1 is in that case optimal in terms
of the best catalytic activity in the ODH reaction for the catalyst con-
taining 10wt% of vanadium in the form of VO4 active sites highly
dispersed on the surface of magnesium oxide support.

3.2.3. Catalyst regeneration
The substantial impact of carbon deposit on the catalytic activity

found for all examined samples stimulated us to study the possibility of
regeneration of the developed V-Mg-O catalysts. For the most active
10VMG_550 material, a series of four cycles including catalytic tests
and regeneration periods in air were performed (Fig. 12A and B). The
proposed simple regeneration procedure resulted in almost complete
restoration of catalytic activity after relatively short time of 30min.
Moreover, this effect is reproducible. In each of four regeneration cy-
cles, the conversion of EB and selectivity to styrene are at the level of
fresh catalyst, where relatively fast stabilization is observed. A slightly
faster deactivation is noticed in the conversion of EB. Moreover, the
initial conversion of ethylbenzene after each regeneration cycle is
slightly higher than for a fresh catalyst.
In order to investigate the above described effects, the spent

10VMG_550 catalyst (the sample obtained after four hours of the ODH
reaction, subsequent regeneration and next 4 h of the reaction) as well
as the sample after fourth regeneration step were analyzed with low-
temperature N2 adsorption/desorption, TG and XPS. The collected
isotherms are depicted together with the calculated specific surface
areas in Fig. 13. The volume of adsorbed N2 for the spent catalyst is
greater than for the fresh one. The value of SBET increases during the
ODH reaction two times (from 53m2/g up to 110m2/g), most probably
due to porosity of the deposited coke. A dark brown color of the spent
catalyst as well as the results of TG analysis (8.0 wt% of coke detected)
support this conclusion. Interestingly, the regenerated catalyst presents
different properties than the fresh sample. A light gray color of that
sample indicates that some coke still remains after regeneration (5 wt%
as shown by TG). The presence of carbon deposit results in an enhanced
porosity of this material, which is only slightly lower than the spent
catalyst. The type of isotherms recorded for the fresh and regenerated
catalysts are comparable. They differ only in terms of an amount of
adsorbed nitrogen, which indicates no significant changes in pore ar-
rangement during the regeneration process. Even though the carbon
deposit was not removed completely, the initial catalytic activity of the
regenerated catalyst is comparable with the fresh material. That cor-
responds well with the proposed mechanism of the ODH reaction in-
volving both carbon deposit and vanadium containing species (cf.
Fig. 8). The XPS C 1s spectra (Fig. 14) collected for the fresh, spent and
regenerated 10VMG_550 catalyst confirm the differences in the amount
and kind of carbon moieties present on the external surface. The fresh
sample exhibits four photoemission peaks at 284.6 eV (CeC and C]C),
286.3 eV (CeOH), 288.3 eV (C]O) and 289.8 eV (carbonates), which
originate from adsorbed carbon-containing species. It is observed, that
during the ODH reaction carbonates disappear entirely, and partially
oxidized coke is formed. Its amount decreases significantly on the
surface of 10VMG_550 after regeneration. The analysis of V 2p3/2
photoelectron peaks collected for the fresh (Fig. 4) and regenerated
(Fig. S8) 10VMG_550 catalysts indicates, that the oxidation state of
vanadium did not change during the regeneration process. The binding
energy of symmetric photoelectron peak is equal to 517.2 eV, thus
nearly identical to the fresh sample (517.1 eV).
Such regeneration of the vanadium-containing catalysts supported

on mesoporous magnesia replica has not been reported yet and is
promising in terms of possible application of this kind of catalytic
system.

Fig. 12. Conversion of EB (A) and selectivity to styrene (B) for 10VMG_550 in
four consecutive regeneration cycles performed in air (Treaction= 500 °C; O2:EB
molar ratio= 1:1).

Fig. 13. Low-temperature nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms for the
fresh, spent and regenerated 10VMG_550 catalyst.
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4. Conclusions

Mesoporous V-Mg-O catalysts with various vanadium loadings were
synthesized by nanoreplication of CMK-3 rigid carbon template and
subsequent wet impregnation using NH4VO3 as the vanadium pre-
cursor. After the thermal treatment at elevated temperatures the cata-
lysts containing VOx species distributed on the surface of MgO were
obtained. The characterization techniques (including XRD, low-tem-
perature N2 adsorption, TEM, H2-TPR, XPD and UV–Vis-DR spectro-
scopy) revealed that at low V contents, mainly isolated VO4 species and
small clusters of VOx appeared. The increasing V loading resulted in
aggregation of these structures towards 3D Mg3V2O8 crystallites, which
were preferably formed under the synthesis conditions.
The collected results showed, that three main factors influence the

catalytic activity of the produced materials in the oxidative dehy-
drogenation of ethylbenzene, i.e. surface concentration of isolated VO4
species, oxygen concentration in the reaction gas mixture, which should
be optimized for a particular V-Mg-O catalytic system, and coke de-
position. In the presented study, the vanadium concentration of 10 wt%
and the O2:EB molar ratio equal to 1:1 turned out to be optimal, re-
sulting in the conversion of EB of 63.6% at the selectivity to styrene of
86.9% at the reaction temperature as low as 500 °C. The coke deposit
contributes the overall catalytic activity, because of the presence of
carbonyl/quinone ODH active sites on the carbonaceous layer.
Therefore, the mechanism of the ODH reaction involving both carbon
deposit and vanadium containing species was proposed. Moreover, the
consecutive regeneration experiments showed, that almost complete
restoration of the catalyst performance is possible after relatively short
treatment in air.
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